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Workshop Series Proposal
The NICE Consulting proposes a series of workshops to help
foster a fulfilling, meaningful, and rewarding, experience for your
team. This year-long agreement allows us to simplify providing
training and support for clients while optimizing the effectiveness
of our work together.
We love the opportunity to create deeper relationships, and to
build on learnings year after year. Clients booking multiple years
may opt to become partners and collaborate with the NICE on a
deeper level.
Contact Nathan Jones, Lead Consultant, to explore creating a
solutions package that will bring your ideas to life. on. Standard,
sliding-scale, and non-profit rates are available. We will help you
find a cost structure that works for you and your team.
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Objective - Ideas Succeed
• Custom design a series of workshops which
focus on positive and fun ways for team
leaders to support each other and to inspire
action in their community.
• Provide a practical set of tools, models, and
skills which support team members in
personal growth, building effective teams,
and coordinating community initiatives.
• Support team leaders as they apply content
from the workshops to their everyday
challenges and aspirations as catalysts in
the community.
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Sample Workshop Series
Workshop 1

Workshop 2

Workshop 3

Workshop 4

Uncovering Our Story

Gift Based Action

Adaptive Leadership

The Next Chapter

12-16 hours

4-6 hours

4-6 hours

4-6 hours

Align visions, share gifts,

Create collaborative and

Fine tune your teams and

Celebrate an awesome

and get ready to engage

eﬀective initiatives which

initiatives so they keep

year and pass on a

your community.

enrich your community.

growing strong.

vibrant legacy to
incoming leaders.

Workshop Outcomes:

Workshop Outcomes:

Workshop Outcomes:

Workshop Outcomes:

• Personal Vision and

• Asset-based Team

• Progress and Team

• Recognize and

Growth Steps

Initiatives

• Launch Enriching
Teams

• Strategic Event
Timelines

• Community
Engagement Plans

• Partnership
Development Plan

Experience Review
• Update Accountability
and Task Management
• Clarify Communication
and Decision-making

Celebrate
Accomplishments
• Identify Next Personal
Growth Steps
• Pass On Learnings for
Future Team Members

Contact Nathan to discuss NICE

NICE CONSULTING is a service of the Northwest Institute for

Consulting for your community.

Community Enrichment (NICE) a fiscally sponsored 501c3 nonprofit. To learn more please visit thenice.org.
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